Evaluation of surface tension and Tolman length as a function of droplet radius from experimental nucleation rate and supersaturation ratio: metal vapor homogeneous nucleation.
Zinc and silver vapor homogeneous nucleations are studied experimentally at the temperature from 600 to 725 and 870 K, respectively, in a laminar flow diffusion chamber with Ar as a carrier gas at atmospheric pressure. The size, shape, and concentration of aerosol particles outcoming the diffusion chamber are analyzed by a transmission electron microscope and an automatic diffusion battery. The wall deposit is studied by a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Using SEM data the nucleation rate for both Zn and Ag is estimated as 10(10) cm(-3) s(-1). The dependence of critical supersaturation on temperature for Zn and Ag measured in this paper as well as Li, Na, Cs, Ag, Mg, and Hg measured elsewhere is analyzed. To this aim the classical nucleation theory is extended by the dependence of surface tension on the nucleus radius. The preexponent in the formula for the vapor nucleation rate is derived using the formula for the work of formation of noncritical embryo [obtained by Nishioka and Kusaka [J. Chem. Phys. 96, 5370 (1992)] and later by Debenedetti and Reiss [J. Chem. Phys. 108, 5498 (1998)]] and Reiss replacement factor. Using this preexponent and the Gibbs formula for the work of formation of critical nucleus the dependence of surface tension on the radius R(S) of the surface of tension is evaluated from the nucleation data for above-mentioned metals. For the alkali metals and Ag the surface tension was determined to be a strong function of R(S). For the bivalent metals (Zn, Hg, and Mg) the surface tension was independent of radius in the experimental range. A new formula for the Tolman length delta as a function of surface tension and radius R(S) is derived by integration of Gibbs-Tolman-Koenig equation assuming that delta is a monotonic function of radius. The formula derived is more correct than the Tolman formula and convenient for the elaboration of experimental data. Using this formula the values of delta are determined as a function of R(S) from the experimental nucleation data. It is determined that all the metals considered are characterized by strong dependence of delta on radius; for the bivalent metals delta changes sign.